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NEWSLETTER No 21

MARCH 1970

As you will see from the address list included in this newsletter, membership of the club reached 34 at
the end of the three month period of grace. This compares well with previous years and ensures that
membership will reach around the 40 mark by the end of the year - a figure at which we seem to
stabilise each year. We did reach nearly 50 one year but we were carrying a lot of ‘ less interested ‘
cavers and the true strength of the club was much less.
Last months newsletter recorded the first successful run of the club van - this months records - the last
run for some time to come. We had a very good run down to Penmyllt taking 10 minutes more than
cars did but the van was not happy on Penwyllt hill and refused to go up it after losing most of the teeth
off bottom gear.
Reversing up solved that problem and we went off quite happily for a days caving. Around 7.30 pm
we set off home and it quickly became apparent that all was not well in the gearbox. In the first half
mile we lost second and third gears and it was only by strenuous efforts that we reached the Gwfnn
Arms in top gear.
Nobody fancied driving the 65 miles home in reverse and anyway, that had given by then so we sent
two unfortunates home with Malcolm and they brought back two more cars and we all got home about
2.30 am. Most were not happy.
We now have one broken gearbox, one dismantled gearbox and one gearbox of a similar design. Any
Volunteers to make one good one out of them ? The treasurer estimates that the van has cost around 8/per mile so far and it seems a bit on the expensive side. The committee has decided to stick to the
original idea of running it until the tax runs out and then review the situation.
No orders were forthcoming for the Anorak badges and so the idea has been dropped.
John Court has mixed up a gallon of electrolyte for refilling NIFE cells and this can be purchased from
Jim Hay for 2/6d per pint. It is only necessary to use the neat electrolyte if the cell is being refilled or
topped up after spillage. Normally it is sufficient to use a very weak solution or plain distilled water if
the cell is just to be topped up. Anyone requiring electrolyte must supply their own container which
should be water tight as the electrolyte is very corrosive.
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ODDS AND SODS FROM THE FOREST
The Yew Tree Pit workings opened by Roger and Laurence appear to connect with other workings to
the north. As there was a chance that they were near Red Pit, they recently pushed into Red Pit to see if
there was any similarity in the type of workings. Their conclusions were that the workings in Yew
Tree Pit are considerably older than those in Red Pit but they did find some interesting things while
down there.
The new drivage found in Yew Tree was littered with dead millipedes and wood lice although the
depth is around 200 ft - this seemed to indicate that they were in the area of the shaft or some route to
the surface. In Red Pit, however, they found the same thing with more dead millipedes and no apparent
shaft. The present theory is that there may be extensive faults in that area which reach to the surface
and allow the insects to fall to the levels. Also in Red Pit, they found an earth worm which had spent
some considerable time underground as it had no body colour and was transparent. Consequently, not
only were its internals visible but its mode of moving by pumping blood into each segment in turn
could be seen clearly.
The J-D-J dig above Slaughter continues although the digging is not now so easy. Although the water
goes straight down through boulders, the top edge of the hole is large lumps of conglomerate in silt and
doesn’t appear too stable. Hopes are that it will stay up on its own long enough to see if the dig is
worth continuing with.
Phil recently found an interesting fossil near New Dunn first landing - an area where not many fossils
are found. It appears at first glance to be a rusty iron ring embedded in the limestone and of about 3”
diameter
And ½ “ thick. Closer examination shows it to be the internal cast of a fossil with the true fossil shell
missing. At present it is with Mr Cave at the field study centre who hopes to be able to identify it.
Old Stone Wall Collapse continues to be elusive and a small party recently found no trace of it in the
area in which it is thought to lie. The hillside above and behind Whippington Brook Rising was
covered fairly well but the only clue was a stone wall extending up the hill from the rising. Roger has a
theory that it may be a sink some distance away much nearer what is known as Biblins swallet and on
the track to Green Moss Pot.

Con’t
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On the day the Old Stone Wall Collapse was looked for, the opportunity was taken to look at some of
the swallets between Green Moss Pot and the river. The day chosen, turned out to be very wet which
meant that most of the swallets were taking water. It is very puzzling to know where this water might
rise as the total volume must be quite large and noticeable. Malcolm attempted recently to dye test
Green Moss Pot to see if it rose in the Slaughter but after placing his detectors, found that the sink was
dry.
Andy heard recently of what might be a resurgence in the bed of the Wye near Hadnock Quarry.
Apparently near the island in the Wye just downstream of the quarry there is a deep pool which has
cold swirling currents. Perhaps some of the embryo divers might look at it when the water gets clearer
and warmer.
Water levels in the mines are catching up with us with a vengeance after the heavy rains. On a
Saturday afternoon last month at 3 pm there were six rungs above water level at the iron ladder - the
following morning at 10 am there were only 3. A rise of over two feet in the water table in less than a
day is quite a rise. For those worried about getting trapped, weather forecasts are available by
telephone.
At the moment the rise seems to have stopped and it is thought that it may even have dropped back a
couple of inches. This may be due to the water finding its level in the limestone and it would seem that
we can look forward to the normal steady increase. The iron ladder is no more above the water for this
year and the route around the shaft on the second landing is decidedly wet. Last year the water reached
about 2 ft deep on the second landing by the bottom of crystal passage - it will be interesting to see how
high it gets this year after the abnormally low levels.
Roger and Laurence have a collection of clay pipes found in the mines and so they have been recently
making attempts to date them more reliably. They are a useful guide to the age of the workings and
Gloucester Museum was found to be very helpful. The easiest one to date was one with the makers
name cast into it - Benn Legg - and it would seem that it was made around 1710 - 1720. This is very
much older than we all thought clay pipes from the mines are although the Kent and Surrey Club found
one a few years ago which the British Musuem dated at around 1610.
Pete has heard of the possibility of a wooden bodied pump in the workings near Stowefield Quarry.
Nobody seems to know the area too well but it would be well worth an afternoon if the pump exists and
was recoverable.
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More people seem to be taking an interest in bats in the Forest - which may not be too good for the bats
- but there is a small group which is interested in at least recovering ringed bats for identification and
possibly ringing new bats at a later date. Tony Isles spent a lot of time ringing and recording bats when
he was in
G S S and this country together with Roger Ransome. Don Young of G S S spent some time with him
on expeditions and has passed on some useful information. Next time you see a bat, have a look and
see if it is carrying a ring on its wing and try to get the letters and numbers - if you pass this on to me, I
will try to get information on where the bat was ringed and haw long ago. The following rings have
been used in Glos : CRY

These were used by Tony Isles when he was at the Crypt School and Date from
around 1954 - 1955.

London Zoo

Tony used these rings around 1955 - 1957.

Glos

After joining G S S he used these rings up to about 1966 and are the most likely ones
to be found.

RDR or RR

These rings are used by Roger Ransome and have been used over the past 11 years.
Nearly all the bats ringed with rings were caught in the Cotswolds although a number
have also been ringed in the Mendips. Any bat with one of these rings has strayed
across the river.

It is hoped to get more information on bats and ringing so that details can be checked on bats more
quickly but in the meantime, have a closer look at that next bat you see.
Malcolm reports that the Fester Cave dig is expected to break into Cursits Cave. As this would ruin
one of the most sporting caves in the Forest, Fester may be filled in after the breakthrough. Some
people may get the chance to have a go at the rift from the inside without running the risk of not getting
out at all.
More wanderings by Roger and Laurence - this time into foreign parts with a visit down the Monmouth
side of the Wye valley below Monmouth. A number of small caves were found but the records are to
be checked first to see if they have been previously recorded. One site found appeared to be
completely new and a heavy draught was found emerging from a number of points.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY THIS MONTH
Survey of Oakwood Mill Deep Level. Scale 1 : 2640 - Grade 4B. J. Elliott and R Solari of C P G
Cave Projects Group Newsletter No. 1 Jan 1970 - Constitution and Members list - Oakwood Mill Iron
Mine ( Inc Survey )
Clydach Valley a Shakespeares Cave.
Agen Allwed
Mine Diving at Noxon Park - Forest of Dean.
Descent No 9 Dec 1969Hydrology in the limestone areas - Tim Atkinson
The Worlds Largest and Deepest Caves.
Saturday Hole - N I I C C
Antro del Corchia
South Wales Cave Rescue reorganisation.
Mendip Caver Vol. 5 - Feb 1970.
G B Cave Rescue
Salmon disease and Rhino Rift
What the Papers say.
Index to Mendip Caver Vol. 4 No’s 1 - 12 - April 1968 - May 1969.
Orpheus Caving Club Newsletter Vol. 5 No 12 - Dec 1969.
Wales Weekend
Swildons
The Bag Mine - Ecton Hill.
Oxlow Mine.
Orpheus Caving Club Newsletter Vol. 6. No 1 - Jan 1970.
Christmas in Wensleydale
Giants Hole
Birkwith Cave and Yordas Cave

OMITTED FROM THE LIBRARY LIST
Odd items from the library continue to turn up and they are listed here so that the keen ones can keep
their lists up to date.
Iron Ores - The Haematites of the Forest of dean and South Wales. T. Franklin Sibly D.Sc

cont
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The Iron Mines of the Forest of Dean.
Off print from the B S A Proceedings by J Hay and R Bailey.
The Club Scrapbook - cuttings from local and national newspapers.
The Club Album - Photos of Club activities ( ? )
Twenty First Anniversary Publications of the South Wales Caving Club.

THE PAST MONTHS TRIPS
Odd items about trips during the past month crop up under Odds and Sods but there was meant to be
two official club trips during February.
Sunday 8th Feb. South Wales.
A total of 16 met at Penwyllt and split into three parties of 3, 4 and 9. The two smaller parties visited
the columns and then trogged down the Mainstream in O F D II to emerge in Cwm Dwr while the
larger party of 9 meandered about the top entrance area.
Sunday 22nd Feb. Stoke Lane
This trip was eventually cancelled after the numbers dwindled away from colds and flue but the
weather made it very unlikely that we would have gone anyway.

CAVE RESCUE
In an effort to encourage interest in the Cave Rescue Group, both clubs have agreed to have permanent
sections in the newsletter for rescue news. Dates to take note of are :Wed 18th March - A general meeting of the Cave Rescue Group to discuss the future activities of the
group. All cavers are urged to attend.
Sunday 12th April - Cave Rescue practice at Buckshaft. More details in the next newsletter.
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TRIPS AND DATES
This coming month :Sunday 8th March -

Day trip to St. Cuthberts and Swildons. The Cuthberts trip is booked up so
anyone wanting to go will have to go to Swildons.

Fri 27th - Mon 30th
Easter.
comers

One group is planning to camp at Porth-yr-Ogof as was done two years ago.
Any of the Neath valley caves or Ogof rhyd Sych can be visited. All
Welcome.

To add to your calendar or diary :Sun 5th April

Day trip to Lamb Lear if we can get a booking. Ideal for ladder practice.

Sat 11th April

Barbeque run by Ray Wright in Old Ham Barbeque Churn.

Thurs 16th April

Skittles match between the club and G S S at the Kings Head Littledean.

Sun 3rd May

Cambrian Caving Council meeting at Snailbeach, Shropshire.

Sat 9th May

Club Barbeque in Old Ham in aid of club funds. All helpers welcome.

Sat/Sun 6th/7th June.

Joint R F D C C and G S S trip to Yorkshire.

SKITTLES MATCH
At the Kings Head Littledean on Thursday 16th April against G S S. Tickets will be on sale later for
those requiring food - cost 5/- a head. All club members are needed at this match so that we can use
substitutes when weaklings collapse.
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ANCIENT HISTORY
THE MYSTERY OF BEECH PIT
In the second half of 1964, members of a group that was to become the Royal Forest of Dean Caving
Dean, were grubbing about in the Greenbottom area near Cinderford. Various digs gave varying
amounts of success although a dig into the entrance of Wych Elm Iron Mine ( marked as simply ‘
Mine Hole ‘ on the 1835 map ) gave us access to two shafts and workings with a total depth of around
300 ft.
Our future operations in the area attracted the attention of the Water Engineer in the Greenbottom
Pumping Station and he did, on one occasion, accompany us down Wych Elm Hole to the water level.
After fighting off a Welsh invasion which turned out to be Nel Davies and Russell, we turned our
attention elsewhere in the area, spurred on by the map and report shown to us by the Water Engineer (
see copies ) .
The 1903 report showed quite clearly that the adit from the Water Works ( Trow Ditch mine Level )
connected with Beech Pit Iron mine, a mine we had been trying to dig into for some time. The
Engineer was quite willing for us to enter the adit as he wanted to know what state it was in and
whether the supply could be increased as suggested in the 1903 report. After a trip up the adit, as
detailed in the copy of the report we have submitted, we began to wonder just where beech shaft lay.
We knew from Sibly’s Iron Mines of the Forest of Dean that the pit head lay at an altitude of 620 ft and
this tied in nicely with the pumping station map which also gave this figure. Nothing we knew about
lay at this altitude although Wych Elm Hole was on the 650 contour line. The most likely candidate
was a large scowle much further up the hill near where Slope Pit is marked on the 1835 map. An early
attempt to descend this shaft had failed, and anyway it lay at an altitude of around 750 ft.
We thought we had all the mystery cleared up when Rex Keane found that the Gavellors Office in
Coleford had maps of the mines and Beech Pit was clearly marked on it - as was Slope Pit. The Gale
marker stones M5 and M6 were the giveaway and once M5 had been found we knew where Beech Pit
Shaft top lay. It turned out to be a smaller depression behind limekilns and local residents related to us
haw a woman feeding chickens near it had seen the ground open up and the chickens disappear. This
was all a bit worrying as the 1903 report gave the impression that the shaft was capped. It was
generally agreed that we wouldn’t bother to dig into the shaft top but would concentrate on the adit.
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GREENBOTTOM WATER SUPPLY
Report of an inspection of the Heading, or Source of Supply, made by B. Wakefield and T. Barnard,
colliers, of the Plump Hill.

A successful examination of the heading from which the supply of water at Greenbottom is obtained,
was made by the above mentioned men on Thursday, the 7th of May, 1903. They were enabled by
some trouble in removing falls, to get from the entrance to the level near the pumping station to the
Beech Pit, and 50 or 60 yards up the heading which is driven towards the North or North East.
Where the roof is good the heading exists in its natural formation - in these parts there is plenty of head
room - but a considerable part of it ( where the ground was found to be bad I suppose ) is formed with
stone walling and arch laid dry as shown on Sketch A, the bottom is the natural formation. There is
one part of this arching for a distance of about 15 or 20 yards which appears to be pressed in with the
weight, and is not more than 1 ft. 0 ins. Or 1 ft 3 ins, wide. The ground is of a sandy nature, no doubt
easily penetrated by water.
The examiners found a number of little falls - in addition to about 6 ins, of silt which lies on the bottom
of the heading - averaging 18 ins, or 2 ft, o ins, deep, by which the water is dammed, and at C, shown
on Sketch B, they found a hole or open joint 9 ins, wide, into which one of the men pushed the full
length of his arm ; there is a great possibility of water being lost here. They found water coming in on
all sides where shown on Sketch B. They proceeded to the bottom of Beech Pit, which they found to
be in good condition - they affirm that the shaft is in good condition, and well constructed. There is a
cut-out towards the North or North - East, and about at right angles with the heading, by which the
examiners proceeded about 50 or 60 yards from the pit bottom, and came to the scowle, or mine churn
shown on Sketch B. In this cut-out they found the water dammed back by the fall shown at D on
Sketch B, and they are strongly of opinion that most of this water, in consequence of the fall, finds its
way into the mine measures.
With regard to cleaning up the examiners stated that all the debris can be dealt with or stored in the
before-mentioned scowle or mine churn, which is in the cut-out North - East of the Beech Pit, and that
it will not be necessary to haul out more than the silt which is now in the heading 100 or 150 yards
above the pumping station.

cont
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The examiners say that if the Beech Pit be opened and a windlass provided, it will be an easy and rapid
means of getting to and from the work, without fouling the water in the heading.

Maintenance of Supply during operations of cleaning up.
Fortunately the debris in the heading is of a sandy or insoluble nature, consequently the water clears
quite rapidly after the said debris is disturbed. At present we have a good supply of water, and I think (
providing the work be taken in hand before the dry weather diminishes the supply ) that we can spare 8
hours of the yield daily, which means that the work of clearing up can be carried on say for 6 hours
daily, and we could allow 2 hours for the water to clear ; this would give us a 16 hours yield to
maintain the supply of the district, which at present, I believe, would maintain it constantly without
having to resort to other means of supply. As an argument in favour of commencing the work without
delay, I way say that when yield gets to its lowest point, the 24 hour yield will only maintain the supply
of the district for 12 hours.
I think our thanks are due to Messrs. Wakefield and Barnard for their determined and intelligent
inspection.

WM. WHITEHOUSE,
Surveyor to the East Dean and United Parishes
Rural District Council.
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In the summer of 1965, Rod Stewart went up the adit in something called a wetsuit, and, after removing
some stal from the small culvert, squeezed through into Beech Pit. His account puzzled us somewhat
and so it was decided that, water or no water, we would do the same trip and see for ourselves. The trip
took place on the 30th June 1965, and, after reaching the small culvert, five of us - one female squeezed through and got very wet and cold in the process.
The sketch shows what we found and it differs considerably from the 1903 account by the miners.
Some time was spent looking around and the dry-stone wall came in for very careful examination to
see if could find the miners scowle or mine churn.
The only conclusion that can be reached is that the miners were also stopped by the small culvert and
decided to doctor their report to make it more attractive to the water authorities. Presumably they were
hoping for employment on the job and assumed that they could mine a way through past the culvert.
Adding complications is the fact that we found it very easy to tunnel over the culvert and by-pass it.
Unfortunately politics intruded before we could survey the adit and check that it did enter Beech Pit
and not some other shaft and so the mystery remains. The adit has been closed to cavers ever since,
and, although there are good reasons for hoping that we will again have access, it is not likely to be in
the near future.
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MEMBERS ADDRESS LIST
L Bailey
R Bailey
J Berry
C Bowen

Rose Cottage, Aston Crews, Lea, Ross-on-Wye.
“
“
“
“
“
87 Gloucester Rd, Stonehouse, GLOS.
Walton Cottage, Silver St, Chalford Hill, Stroud, GLOS.

G Broadman
P Brown

Greensleeves, Rocks Lane, Joys Green, Lydbrook, GLOS.

I Carter
C Clements
P Cooper
D Court
J Court

50 Morden Rd, Newport, Mon.
Fushcroft House, Pamington, Tewkesbury, GLOS.
Church Walk, Viney Hill, Lydney, GLOS.
26 Park Walk, Chase Park, Ross-on-Wye, Hfds.
“
“
“

J Elliott

71 Imjin Rd, Priors Farm, Chelt, GLOS.

K Faull

22 Victoria Rd, Lydney, GLOS.

R Gardner
T Gardner
A Garman

82 Ruspidge, Cinderford, GLOS.
Green Gables, Parton Rd, Churchdown, GLOS.
Salesian School, Blaisdon Hall, Longhope. GLOS.

D Harris
J Hay
J Howe
M Howell

Roselea, Woolaston, Nr Lydney, GLOS.
10 Park Walk, Chase Park, Ross-on-Wye. Hfds.
Whitecliff Farm, Newland, Coleford, GLOS.
14 Woodville Ave, Mile End, Coleford, Glos.

R Jefferies
G Rogers

21 Ruspidge Rd, Cinderford, GLOS.

P Scharz
C Seymour
A Solari
R Solari
N Southwick
S Southwick
I Standing

12 South Rd, Broadwell, Coleford, Glos.
Roselea, Hillersland Lane, Coleford, GLOS>
Fir Tree Bungalow, Wigpool, Mitcheldean. GLOS.
181 Resevoir Rd, Selly Oak, Birmingham 29.
49 Havelock Rd, Handsworth, Birmingham 20.
“
“
“
Grove Cottage, Watledge, Nailsworth, GLOS.

E Turner26 Thompson Ave, Lliswerry, Newport, Mon.
L Turner63 Monnow Walk, Bettws, Newport Mon..
L Twissell
30 Hillcrest Rd, Cashes Green, Stroud, GLOS.
G Wall

Nurse’s House, St. Mary’s St, Painswick.

T Wrigley

4 Vine Acre, Hereford Rd, Monmouth.
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Any missing addresses or changes of Address should be notified to the secretary, Roger Bailey.

WHO’s - WHO
Who never got a valentine card ?
Who removed the timbers in Symonds Yat Swallet ?
Who did take his wife caving ?
Who isn’t a member of the caving club ?
Who is accident prone ?
Who pats bottoms ?

___________________________________________________________________________________
___

Editor - Jim Hay - 10 Park Walk, Chase park, Ross-on-Wye. Hfs.
Secretary - Roger Bailey - Rose Cottage, Aston Crews, Lea, Nr Ross-on-Wye.
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